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ABSTRACT
Citation relationship between scientific publications has been suc-
cessfully used for scholarly bibliometrics, information retrieval and
data mining tasks, and citation-based recommendation algorithms
are well documented. While previous studies investigated citation
relations from various viewpoints, most of them share the same as-
sumption that, if paper1 cites paper2 (or author1 cites author2),
they are connected, regardless of citation importance, sentiment,
reason, topic, or motivation. However, this assumption is oversim-
plified. In this study, we employ an innovative “context-rich het-
erogeneous network” approach, which paves a new way for citation
recommendation task. In the network, we characterize 1) the im-
portance of citation relationships between citing and cited papers,
and 2) the topical citation motivation. Unlike earlier studies, the ci-
tation information, in this paper, is characterized by citation textual
contexts extracted from the full-text citing paper. We also propose
algorithm to cope with the situation when large portion of full-text
missing information exists in the bibliographic repository. Eval-
uation results show that, context-rich heterogeneous network can
significantly enhance the citation recommendation performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
The volume of scientific publications has increased dramatically

in the past couple of decades, which accelerates research and edu-
cation. However, sheer volume of scholarly publications also chal-
lenges classical systems and methods to retrieve and access scien-
tific resources, and it is impossible for a researcher or student to
absorb all the new information available in the scientific repository.
In order to solve this problem, researchers have proposed a num-
ber different solutions to effectively recommend high-quality re-
sources to users. Along with classical textual information retrieval
and recommendation approaches, link information such as citation
relationships between papers have been proven to be quite effec-
tive to enhance the recommendation performance. For instance,
PageRank or random walk-based graph mining algorithms [1–3]
were well documented for scientific recommendation.

In most previous studies [4], while various methods were used to
characterize the citation relationship, however, the basic assump-
tion was oversimplified: all that matters is whether paper1 cites
paper2 (or author1 cites author2), regardless of importance, sen-
timent, reason, topic, or motivation. In practice, the publica-
tions that are with full-text information, comparing with simple
scholar metadata, convey significant in-depth knowledge for cita-
tions. With the help of full-text, it is feasible to locate the citation
contexts (of cited paper) for every citation. Note that, one paper
may cite some paper multiple times, and the corresponding citation
contexts along with citation motivations can be different. We pro-
pose to use supervised topic modeling algorithm (labelled LDA [5])
to assign keyword labels and topic probability to each paper and ci-
tation. In this way, each citation can be modeled as a node which
links to a set of keywords. A heterogeneous information network
thus can be constructed by modeling citation in a more in-depth
way.

We then use heterogeneous information network mining approach
to solve the paper recommendation task. More specifically, the ci-
tation relationship between citing and cited publications are repre-



sented by very different kinds of meta-paths, i.e., paper to paper via
citation path, and paper to paper via topic motivated citation nodes.
Evaluation result shows that full-text (citation frequency + topi-
cal citation motivation) empowered heterogeneous graph, in most
cases, can significantly enhance the citation recommendation per-
formance, and topical citation motivation based meta-path is help-
ful.

The main contribution of this paper is threefold. Firstly, we
propose innovative heterogeneous scholarly graph to host these two
types of knowledge. In this paper, we create three different types
of heterogeneous graphs for the same corpus. The difference is
focusing on how to characterize the citation relationship between
publications. Type I graph, like other classical studies, is based on
metadata information. The citation relationship between two pa-
pers can be denoted as Pi

c→ Pj , which means if paper Pi cites
paper Pj , and citation is one directed link from Pi to Pj . For cita-
tion frequency hypothesis, we create type II graph, which conveys

the citation count, such like
�−→c �
Pi

c→ Pj

� c−→�
. Compared to type I, multiple

edges could exist between Pi and Pj , and the random walk prob-
ability between the paper pair, RW (P

(1)
i  P

(l+1)
j ), is closely

related to the number of edges between them. For type III, we take
the topical citation motivation probability into consideration. Un-
like type I and II, each citation is represented as a node, i.e., Cijk ,
rather than an edge on the heterogeneous graph. Note that, there
can be several different citation nodes between two papers, which
denotes the citation count in type II. The structure of citation part

can be illustrated as

m

↗ K

Pi
c→ Cij1

c→ Pj
c

↘ Cij2

c

↗
m

↘ K

, which shows that each ci-

tation Cijk , from paper Pi to Pj , can be motivated by several key-
word labeled topicsK, i.e.,Cijk

m→ K (probability that the citation
Cijk is motivated by topic K, inferred from citation context). The
random walk between Pi to Pj , then, will be defined not only by
the tour between them, but also by the topical path restrictions. For
instance, if we know users information need is focusing on topic
Kzt , the citation path restricted byKzt (citation motivated byKzt )
can be more important than others restricted (motivated) by irrele-
vant topics. The publications with full-text provide us a wealth of
information to enrich the topology of heterogeneous graph.

Secondly, while the citation topic motivation is available on the
heterogeneous graph, we propose new citation recommendation by
leveraging citation topic motivation. Unlike earlier studies, we
used citation topic motivation information to calculate the citation
(node) prior, and calculate the citation recommendation probability
by using a tailored random walk algorithm. Meanwhile, we also
propose meta-path based pseudo relevance feedback algorithm for
citation recommendation. Unlike prior textual feedback targeting
on updating user initial query, we employed graphical feedback via
different meta-paths on the heterogeneous graph.

Thirdly, while full-text citation analysis can be useful for cita-
tion recommendation, unfortunately, full-text publications are not
always readily available in the scientific repository. For instance,
a lot of papers published before 2000 do not have full-text infor-
mation in ACM digital library, and encoding or OCR barriers chal-
lenge the full-text data quality (i.e., we cannot locate the citation
context in the citing paper). Without full-text citing paper along
with citation context, we cannot use above method to infer the ci-
tation topic motivation. In this paper, we propose a new method

to cope with full-text missing problem. We also used a real-world
corpus, where citations with context only account for 16.5% of all
the citations, to validate the new method. Evaluation results show
that the new graph and recommendation method outperforms clas-
sical method and graph even only a portion of publications possess
full-text.

In the remainder of this paper, we: 1) introduce the preliminar-
ies and problem definition, 2) propose our novel method for con-
structing a context-rich heterogeneous graph and meta-path based
pseudo relevance feedback for citation recommendation, 3) review
relevant literature and methodology for citation recommendation,
bibliometric analysis, and heterogeneous graph mining, 4) describe
the experiment setting and evaluation results, and 5) discuss the
findings and limitations of the study and identify subsequent re-
search steps.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITION
In this section, we introduce preliminary knowledge on hetero-

geneous information network and meta-path, as well as the problem
we we are investigating for this study.

2.1 Preliminaries and Definition
An information network represents an abstraction of the real world,

focusing on the objects and the interactions between the objects. It
turns out that this level of abstraction has great power not only in
representing and storing the essential information about the real-
world, but also in providing a useful tool to mine knowledge from
it, by exploring the power of links. Formally, following [6], we
define an information network as follows.

DEFINITION 1. (Information network) An information network
is defined as a directed graph G = (V, E) with an object type
mapping function τ : V → A and a link type mapping function
φ : E → R, where each object v ∈ V belongs to one particular
object type τ(v) ∈ A, each link e ∈ E belongs to a particular
relation φ(e) ∈ R, and if two links belong to the same relation
type, the two links share the same starting object type as well as
the ending object type.

Given a complex heterogeneous information network, it is nec-
essary to provide its meta level (i.e., schema-level) description for
better understanding the object types and link types in the network.
Therefore, we propose the concept of network schema to describe
the meta structure of a network. The network schema of a hetero-
geneous information network specifies type constraints on the sets
of objects and relationships between the objects. These constraints
make a heterogeneous information network semi-structured, guid-
ing the exploration of the semantics of the network. An informa-
tion network following a network schema is then called a network
instance of the network schema. For example, Fig. 1 denotes a
heterogeneous information network schema studied in this paper.

In heterogeneous information networks, objects can be connected
via different types of relationships. In [6], Sun proposed to use
meta-path to systematically capture the relation type between two
object types, which is formally defined as follows.

DEFINITION 2. (Meta-path) A meta-path P is a path defined
on the graph of network schema TG = (A,R), and is denoted

in the form of Ȧ1
R1−→ Ȧ2

R2−→ . . .
Rl−→ Ȧl+1, which defines a

composite relation R = R1 ◦R2 ◦ . . . ◦Rl between types Ȧ1 and
Ȧl+1, where ◦ denotes the composition operator on relations.

For example, P −K−P denotes a meta-path between papers who
connect together due to shared keywords. In this paper, we extend



the meta-path to restricted meta-path, which can further select the
path instances following some constraints that we are most keen
on.

2.2 Problem Definition
In this paper, we propose to solve the citation recommendation

problem, i.e., recommending citations for a given paper. The re-
quired input is a piece of text that briefly summarizes the research
work, i.e., paper abstract or research idea description. The optional
input is a list of scientific keywords. The output is a list of ranked
papers that could potentially be cited given user’s input. For in-
stance, for papers from ACM DL, author input could be the paper
abstract and paper keywords, and the output is the reference list.

3. RESEARCH METHODS
In this section, we introduce our novel methodology for cita-

tion recommendation by using context-rich heterogeneous network
mining approach, which includes the following components: to
characterize citation topic motivation by using full-text information
(3.1), to construct context-rich heterogeneous graph by using cita-
tion motivation (3.2), to infer the citation motivation when full-text
citing papers are not available (3.3), and to rank the candidate cita-
tions on the heterogeneous graph for the given keyword query(3.4).

3.1 Citation Motivation Modeling by Full-Text
Full-text publication alone with the citation context analysis has

been used for a number of tasks to cope with the limitations of sta-
tistical citation relationship extracted from the scholarly metadata.
For this study, based on our earlier studies [4, 7], we extract cita-
tions in the full-text publication data by using regular expression.
Meanwhile, by using the text window before and after each target
citation, we inferred the citation topical motivation by using La-
beled LDA (LLDA) [5] algorithm, which assigns multiple labels
to a citation-based context. In our case, we treat each keyword as
a possible topic label. The citation topical motivation is captured
by P (Zki |Cj), where Zki is the topic labeled by keyword ki pro-
vided in citing or cited paper, and Cj is a citation relationship rep-
resented by citation context (left and right 300 words, which have
been proved useful in [4, 7]) in the citing paper. The citation-topic
distribution P (Zki |Cj) is considered as the weight between cita-

tion nodeCj to the keyword node ki, i.e., Cj

P (Zki
|Cj)−−−−−−−→ Ki. Note

that, one citation could be motivated by multiple topics, due to the
multiple labels generated by LLDA [5]. In this study, we assume
that each (author-assigned) scientific keyword is a topic label and
that each scientific publication is a mixture of its author-assigned
topics (keywords). As a result, both topic labels and topic num-
bers (the total number of keywords in the metadata repository) are
given. The labeled LDA algorithm was used in training the la-
beled topic model. Unlike the LDA method, LLDA is a supervised
topic modeling algorithm that assumes the availability of topic la-
bels (keywords) and the characterization of each topic by a multi-
nomial distribution βkeyi over all vocabulary words. More detailed
citation topic motivation inference algorithm can be found in [4].

3.2 Heterogeneous Network Construction
In this section, we are going to describe how to create heteroge-

neous information networks when various types of citation relation-
ships are available. As Figure 1 shows, we can generate three types
of heterogeneous information networks by using different types of
citation relationships. The main differences are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

For Type I and II, citation relationship is modeled as edges be-

Table 1: Citation Relations in Different Types of Heterogeneous
Networks

Type Description Topological Rep.
I Citation relation based on metadata Pi

c→ Pj

II Citation relation with count (extracted
from full-text citing paper)

�−→c �
Pi

c→ Pj

� c−→�

III Citation Context as a Node

m
↗ K

Pi
c→ Cij1

c→ Pj
c
↘ Cij2

c
↗

m
↘ K

tween citing and cited paper nodes, and, for Type III, citation is
modeled as nodes, which is linked to paper nodes and motivated by
keyword nodes, C m→ K. Type III, comparing with the other two
types, is much more informative.

3.2.1 Type I: Citation Relation Based on Metadata
Unlike most previous research, we adopt heterogeneous network

rather than homogeneous network to present the relationships among
the scholarly entities, which will be able to host various ranking
hypothesis based on different meta-paths. The graph structure is
shown as Figure 1.

Based on the metadata of scholarly publications, the main enti-
ties include paper, keyword(topic), author and venue. The relation-
ships can be defined as follows:

Table 2: Relations in the Type I Heterogeneous Graph
Relation Description
P

wr→ A Paper is written by an author
P

p→ V Paper is published at venue
A

co→ A Co-author relationship
P c→ P Paper cites another paper
P

r→ K Paper is relevant to keyword(topic) K

For any node on the graph, the sum of the same type of outgoing
links equals 1. For instance, the weight of the link from paper pi to
author aj is defined asw(pi

wr→ aj) =
1

d(pi
wr→A)

, where d(pi
wr→ A)

is the total number of authors of paper pi. Similarly, we defined the
weights of edges in P c→ P . Since the citation relation is based on
metadata only, if paper Pi cites Pj , there is only one link between
them. w(pi

c→ pj) = 1

d(pi
c→P )

, where d(pi
c→ P ) is the total

number of reference papers of paper pi. w(ai
co→ aj) =

d(ai
co→aj)

d(ai
co→A)

denotes the weight of the link from author ai to author aj , where
d(ai

co→ aj) represents how many papers ai has collaborated with
aj . As one paper can only submit to one venue, one citation only
points to one cited paper, w(p

p→ v) = 1 .

3.2.2 Type II: Citation Relation with Count
In Type I, the weight of a citation link from one paper to its

reference is the same for all citation links between the same paper
and its other references, which equals to 1

d(pi
c→P )

. However, if
paper pi cites paper pj multiple times, we can conjecture that pj
is very important to pi. Hence, the citation frequency is of great
value [8] and we need take it into account. The structure of type II
is shown as Figure 1. Once we get the citing paper content, we are
able to capture the frequency of each citation relation and generate



Figure 1: Heterogeneous networks generated from bibliographic data with different citation modeling.

multiple links for it. The weight of each citation link is calculated

as: w(pi
c→ pj) =

d(pi
c→pj)

d(pi
c→P )

.

While in both Type I and II, the weight of pi
r→ kj is the LLDA

probability of topic kj given the content of pi, P (Zkj |pi) and kj is
the keyword provided by paper pi. One limitation of this approach,
however, is that a large number of publications in the corpus do
not have keyword metadata. In order to solve this problem, we
used greedy matching to generate pseudo-keywords for each paper,
which has been used in [9].

3.2.3 Type III: Citation Context as a Node
In Type III, as Figure 1 shows, the citation is not an edge but

a node on the graph. Depending on the citation context window
(from citing paper), we can find that each citation conveys differ-
ent information and focuses on several different topics. So there
is possibility for us to characterize the topic motivation distribu-
tion for each citation. As aforementioned, we calculate the citation
topic motivation results by using LLDA algorithm, w(cj

m→ ki) =
P (Zki |cj), where Zki is the topic, from citing or cited paper, la-
beled by keyword ki provided by paper author, and cj is a citation
with the citation context in the citing paper. The relations in Type
III are listed in Table 3. There is no direct link from paper to paper,
but they are connected through citation node. Each citation on the
graph will be related to some topics with weights. Since the cita-
tion node only directs to one cited paper, the weight of cited link
w(c

c→ p) always equals 1.

Table 3: Relations in the Type III Heterogeneous Graph
Relation Description
P

wr→ A Paper is written by an author
P

p→ V Paper is published at venue
A

co→ A Co-author relationship
P c→ C Paper citing a citation
C c→ P Citation cited a paper
C m→ K Citation is motivated by keyword (topic) K,

P(Zkj
|citationi)

P
r→ K Paper is relevant to keyword(topic) K, P (Zkj

|paperi)

3.3 Citation Motivation Estimation
In the real-world scientific repository, it is difficult to access or

extract full-text for every paper (especially for those old papers).
Language, encoding, format, and OCR barriers bring challenges
to characterize topical motivation for all the citation contexts. For
Type III graph, when full-text data (citation context) is missing,
we need to compromise the method for citation topic motivation
inference. In this study, we will verify the usefulness of the pro-
posed new graph in a real-world scientific corpus, where full-text
citations are partially missing. The Algorithm 1 depicts the citation
topic motivation process with/without full-text of citing paper.

Algorithm 1 Construct Citation Relationship with Topic Motiva-
tion (with Imperfect Data)
1: Open repository R and read all the scientific papers
2: loop For each Citing Paper Pi ∈ R
3: if Pi has full-text data then
4: Extract citation text context for Cij , Pi cite Pj ;
5: Infer citation topic distribution forCij , P (Zk|Cij), via

LLDA inference;
6: else
7: loop For Each Paper Pj cited by Pi

8: Infer citation topic distribution for P (Zk|Cij) =
1

|ZPi
|+|ZPj

| ;

9: end loop
10: end if
11: Create Edges Pi

c→ Cij and Cij
c→ Pj

12: Create Edge Cj

P (Zki
|Cj)−−−−−−−→ Ki . Citation motivation link

13: end loop

For each citing paper in the scientific, we need to distinguish two
different scenarios in terms of the full-text availability. When we
have citing paper full-text, as Algorithm 1 shows, we can estimate
the citation topical motivation by using LLDA inference. While
full-text of citing paper is missing, we assume all the topics in the
citing paper and cited paper (Zki and Zkj ) have the equal opportu-
nity to motivate the citation existence, and, then, the citation topical
motivation is P (Zk|Cij) =

1
|ZPi

|+|ZPj
| . Note that, while the full-

text data is missing, we also lose the citation count information.



In that, without full-text, there is only one tour Pi
c→ Cij

c→ Pj

between citing and cited paper pair.
The premise of this method is that we use supervised topic mod-

eling to characterize the citation motivation, where keyword (meta-
data) is the topic label. If we use unsupervised approach, i.e., LSI
or LDA, citation topic characterization is always depend on the ci-
tation context (text observation), and we can hardly estimate the
citation topic information without full-text citing paper.

3.4 Meta-Path-Based Recommendation
We now model the citation recommendation task as a ranking

problem in the constructed heterogeneous networks.
As introduced in Section 2, Meta-path defines how nodes are

connected in a heterogeneous network, which provides a pattern for
lots of path instances of the same kind. There can be many kinds
of meta-paths on scholarly heterogeneous network. As we depicted
before, for example, P wr→ A

wr← P is a simple meta-path on the
heterogeneous information networks, denoting all the papers (sec-
ond P ) published by the target paper’s (first P ) authors (A). Note
that the edge direction is ignored in this paper. Once a meta-path
is specified, a meta-path-based ranking function is defined so that
relevant papers determined by the ranking function can be recom-
mended. In this paper, we adopt a random walk based algorithm to
calculate the ranking score of each candidate.

In this study, given user initial textual information need, we first
retrieve a number of papers by using text search (language model)
to obtain seed paper nodes P ∗ on the graph. We then use those
seed nodes to rank candidate cited papers P ? through the specified
different meta-paths. In particular, in order to confine the meta-path
into the path instances with certain constraints, we propose to use
restricted meta-path in the ranking. For example, we may choose
papers in the seeds only to be considered as the first node in the
meta-path P wr→ A

wr← P .
Formally, a restricted meta-path can be represented as:

σS1(Ȧ1)
R1−→ σS2(Ȧ2)

R2−→ . . .
Rl−→ σSl+1(Ȧl+1)

where σSi(Ȧi) is a selection operator and means only objects in Ȧi

that satisfies predicate Si will be considered. In our case, type Ȧ1

is the type with seeds, denoted as P ∗, and type Al+1 is the type of

nodes to be queried, denoted as P ?. For example,
P ∗

c→ C
c→ P ?

m

↘ K∗

is a restricted meta-path from paper type P to paper type P via
citation relationship on Type III graph. The constraints are associ-
ated with the target papers (P ) and citations C on the meta-path,
meaning we only consider target papers that are in the seeded pa-
per set and citation nodes that link to the seeded keywords. Note
that, formally, the constraint on citation nodes can be represented
as σc|∃k∈K∗such that k→c.

In order to quantify the ranking score of candidates relevant to
the seeds following the meta-path, a random walk based measure is
proposed to compute the relevance between objects in σSl+1Ȧl+1

(e.g., the candidate cited papers P ?) and objects in σS1(Ȧ1) (e.g.,
the seed papers P ∗):

s(a
(1)
i , a

(l+1)
j |P) =

∑
t=a

(1)
i  a

(l+1)
j |P

RW (t)

where t is a tour from a
(1)
i to a(l+1)

j following the specified re-
stricted meta-pathP , andRW (t) is the random walk probability of
the tour t. Suppose t = (a

(1)
i1 , a

(2)
i2 , . . . , a

(l+1)
il+1 ), the random walk

probability is then RW (t) =
∏

j

w(a
(j)
ij ,a

(j+1)
i,j+1 )

d(a
(j)
ij )

, where d(a(j)ij ) is

the restricted weighted degree of node a(j)ij to all the qualified nodes
in type Ȧj+1.

In many cases, we also need to add the node prior probability to
the random walk function. For example, when the keyword restric-
tions are added to citation type on Type III graph, a relevance score
is also added to these citations as defined in the equation, which
can be considered as a meta-path dependent prior probability of
these nodes. In this case, the above random walk probability of a

tour t is then defined as: RW (t) =
∏

j

w(a
(j)
ij ,a

(j+1)
i,j+1 )p(a

(j+1)
i(j+1)

)

d(a
(j)
ij )

,

where p(a(j+1)

i(j+1)) is the prior probability of the node. For example,
on Type III graph, the paper to paper random walk probability via
citation node also depends on the citation prior, which is defined
by the random walk probability from C

m→ K∗, which indicates
the citation motivated by an important topic K∗ is more important,
and the cited paper on this meta-path has the higher chance to be
recommended to user.

All meta-paths investigated in this study are listed in Table 4.
As the initial seed papers are identified by using text search meth-
ods, all these ranking features can also be used as pseudo relevance
feedback ranking features. While classical feedback methods op-
timize the user initial query with feedback documents, we employ
meta-path based feedback function on the heterogeneous graph.

4. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we will review previous studies focusing on (1)

full-text citation analysis, (2) citation recommendation and citation
context, and (3) meta-path-based heterogeneous network mining.

4.1 Full-Text Citation Analysis
In most existing citation network analysis, complex citation be-

havior is reduced to a simple edge, namely, node A cites node B.
The implicit assumption is that A is giving credit to, or acknowl-
edging, B. Previous theoretical studies show that in-depth citation
analysis beyond citation metadata is critical for the future retrieval
and bibliometrics research. For instance, The Citation Typing On-
tology (CiTO) [10] is ontology-based metadata model for citations.
CiTO captures the intent of citations and allows authors to catego-
rize the reasons for their citations by providing a taxonomy: con-
firm, correct, credit, critique, disagree with, discuss, extend, or ob-
tain background from a study, which can hardly be achieved, at
large scale, with only scholarly metadata. Similar studies, i.e., The
Bibliographic Ontology (BIBO) [11] and the Dublin Core Metadata
Element Set [12], also addressed this problem.

Some more recent studies investigated the citation relations by
investigating the full-text citing papers. Ding et al. [13], for in-
stance, treated the contributions of all citations (for a citing paper)
unequally, and they find some citations appear multiply in a text
and others appear only once. They applied easy text search to a
relatively large dataset (866 information science articles) to demon-
strate the differential contributions made by references. They inves-
tigated the placement of citations across the different sections of a
journal article and identified highly cited works using two different
counting methods (CountOne and CountX). CountX indicates the
citation frequency extracted from the citing paper, and they found
CountX provides important information. Similarly, [14] investi-
gated how to estimate the strength value (importance) of citation.
It found that the simply using citation-count might be not enough,
and the importance of each citation is of great use.

Based on these studies, we proposed citation context mining via



Table 4: All the meta-path ranking features used in this study
Meta-path Hypothesis

Type I & Type II Type III
[Pciting  Pcited]

? Relevant paper’s cited papers can
be relevant

Relevant paper’s cited papers can
be relevant, if the citation is moti-
vated by an important topic

P ∗
wr→ A

wr← [Pciting  Pcited]
? Relevant paper’s author’s paper can

be relevant, if the candidate paper
cited relevant paper

Relevant paper’s author’s paper can
be relevant, if the candidate paper
cited relevant paper and the citation
is motivated by an important topic

P ∗
p→ V

p← [Pciting  Pcited]
? Paper can be relevant if it is pub-

lished at the same venue as the rele-
vant paper, and the candidate paper
cited relevant paper

Paper can be relevant if it is pub-
lished at the same venue as the
relevant paper, the candidate paper
cited relevant paper, and the citation
is motivated by an important topic

[Pciting  Pcited]
? represented by:

Type I: P c→ P ? (One path between paper pair)
Type II: P c→ P ? (Multiple paths between paper pair)

Type III:
P

c→ C
c→ P ?

m
↘ K∗

citation topic motivation modeling [4, 7], which investigated the
paper ranking problem by using supervised topic modeling. Un-
like earlier studies, we used the LDA based inference to estimate
the citation motivation. Evaluation based on citation counts shows
citation motivation is a useful indicator for ranking.

Unlike all those studies, in this research, we investigate the cita-
tion recommendation problem via heterogeneous information net-
work mining approach, which naturally models the scholar infor-
mation into a network and provides systematic methodology to
mine knowledge from such network.

4.2 Citation Recommendation and Context
Scientific recommendation is an important research area. This

occurs when a scientific publication, venue, or author is recom-
mended to users based on the similarity between the recommended
resource and user profiles or samples of text that they are work-
ing on. Chandrasekaran et al. [15], for example, present a method
of recommending scientific papers of potential interest to users by
using the ACM Computing Classification System along with hi-
erarchical concept information from both author profiles and paper
content. Based on this work, He et al. [1] proposed a method to rec-
ommend global and local citations based on a piece of given text
under both context-oblivious and context-aware conditions. In [1],
the authors recommend citations to users based on the similarity
between a candidate publication’s in-link citation contexts and a
user’s input texts. Similarly, [16] integrated linkage weighting cal-
culated from a citation graph into the content-based probabilistic
weighting model to facilitate the publication retrieval. The linkage
weighting model based on link frequency can substantially and sta-
bly improve the retrieval performances. Unsupervised topic mod-
eling is also used for citation analysis [17], where visible candidate
citations, hidden scientific topics, and visible words are represented
in different layers. A restricted Boltzmann machine model was
used for building the relationship between user input and recom-
mended citation ranking.

Another important approach, scholarly or bibliographic networks,
i.e., networks based on citation or co-authorship, have also been
used to recommend scientific resources. For instance, Shi, Leskovec,
and McFarland [18] developed citation projection graphs by inves-
tigating citations among publications that a given paper cites. In
this study, the authors investigated high-impact and low-impact ci-
tation behavior, where "citation impact" is defined as the number of

citations a publication receives normalized by the average number
of citations of all other publications published in the same year and
same area. More recently, Lao and Cohen [3] used both supervised
and unsupervised methods with the Random Walk with Restart
(RWR) algorithm for citation, author, and venue recommendation.
In this study, a large heterogeneous network (with venue, author,
and publication as the vertices, and co-author and citation as the
edges) was constructed for the recommendation task. The evalu-
ation results show that supervised RWR can significantly enhance
recommendation performance. However, the citation relationship,
on this study, is based on simple reference metadata.

As aforementioned, most previous studies in text mining, biblio-
metrics, and scholar information retrieval/recommendation used ci-
tation as a statistical relation between citing and cited papers, while
the in-depth knowledge of citation, i.e., topical motivation, is ig-
nored. With further study of citation analysis, increasing numbers
of researchers have come to doubt and challenge the reasonable-
ness of assuming that the raw citations reflects an article’s influ-
ence. For instance, CiteRank [19] is an enhanced ranking algo-
rithm over PageRank, which enables ranking method to estimate
the traffic Ti(τdir, α) to a given paperi. For this method, a re-
cent paper is more likely to be selected with a probability that is
exponentially discounted according to the age of the paper, τdir .
At every step of the path, with probability α the researcher is sat-
isfied/saturated and halts his/her line of inquiry. Dietz et al.’s Ci-
tation Influence Model [20] is another effective method of weigh-
ing the importance of a citation relation, which employed citing
and cited paper topic distribution and the compatibility-based ci-
tation weighting of two topic mixtures is measured by the Jensen-
Shannon Divergence. Based on these work, Nallapati et al. [21]
proposed Pairwise-Link-LDA and Link-PLSA-LDA, whose goal is
to predict important unseen citation between papers by using topic
based graph models.

Unlike those studies, we employed citation context, along with
citation topology to estimate topic based citation motivation, while
we assume full-text analysis has to some extent compensated for
the weaknesses of citation counts. Moreover, the citation graph
with supervised topic analysis is converted to a publication topical
prior for language model, which is used to address user textual in-
formation need. Ritchie, Robertson, and Teufel [22] and Bernstam
et al. [23] have found that citation context can provide important in-



formation for the retrieval task, and that the closeness of a word in
the citation context provides stronger semantic information about
the cited paper. Meanwhile, Gerrish and Blei [24] used dynamic
influence model to characterize scholar impact without using ci-
tation information. These studies motivated us to use the citation
topic inference at the topic level for the recommendation task.

The proposed work differs from previous research in that we use
meta-path based candidate cited paper ranking on heterogeneous
graph from pseudo relevance feedback perspective. Meanwhile,
we investigate the deep knowledge on the novel graph by utiliz-
ing restricted meta-path plus citation motivation modeling. As an-
other critical difference, we cope with imperfect scientific repos-
itory, where full-text publications (with citation context) only ac-
count for a small proportion of the corpus.

4.3 Meta-Path on Heterogeneous Graph
The concept of meta-path was first proposed in [6], which can

systematically capture the semantic relation between objects in a
heterogeneous information network scenario. Different meta-path-
based mining tasks are studied, including similarity search [6], rela-
tionship prediction [25,26], user-guided clustering [27], and recom-
mendation [28,29]. It turns out that meta-path serves as a very crit-
ical feature extraction tool for most of the mining tasks in heteroge-
neous information network. In this paper, we propose a novel meta-
path-based approach, which is restricted meta-path, to refine the
meta-paths that we are interested in. Further, our proposed task is
rather different from existing work, which is to use restricted meta-
path to re-rank the paper objects in a heterogeneous bibliographic
network according to the pseudo feedback nodes and thus provide
very accurate citation recommendation for a text-based query.

5. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we describe the experimental setting and results.

Our analysis and conclusions are presented in the next section.

5.1 Data and Network Construction
We used 248,893 publications (as candidate citation collection)

from computer science discipline for the experiment (mainly from
the ACM digital library), where full text and citations were ex-
tracted from the PDF files. The selected papers were published
between 1951 and 2011. From this corpus, we extracted 28,013
publications’ full-text (accounting for 11.26% of all the publica-
tions), and all other papers have metadata, i.e., titles, abstracts, and
paper keywords.

We then wrote a list of regular expression rules to extract all the
possible citations from paper’s full text. For example, the rules
could extract “[number]” and “[number, number, number]” (ACM
style citations) as citations from the content of a publication. Each
citation extracted from the publication text was associated with a
reference (cited paper ID). A total of 168,554 citation contexts were
extracted from the full-text publications by using regular expres-
sion, which come from unique 93,398 references. Note that, some
references may have been cited more than once in the citing papers.

For the later citation recommendation evaluation, we also use a
test collection with 274 papers. The selected papers meet the fol-
lowing conditions: (1) the selected papers are exclusive from the
248,893 publication candidate citation collection; (2) each selected
paper has more than 15 citations from the candidate citation collec-
tion, and (3) each each paper’s abstract has at least 150 words. The
paper’s abstract is used as a working context to represent a user’s
information need, and we recommend citations from the candidate
citation collection.

5.2 LLDA Topic Model Training
We sampled 10,000 publications (with full text) to train the LLDA

topic model. Author-provided keywords were used as topic labels.
Thus, our LLDA training would have assumed that each paper is
a multinomial distribution over a number of topics. During pre-
processing we also clustered similar keywords if the edit distance
between them was very small, e.g., “k-means” and “k means”, or if
two keywords shared the same stemmed root, e.g., “web searches”
and “web search”.

If a keyword appeared less than 10 times in the selected publica-
tions, we removed it from the training topic space. For publication
content we first used tokenization to extract words from the title,
abstract, and publication full text. If the word had less than three
characters, it was removed. Snowball stemming was then employed
to extract the root of the target word. We also removed the most fre-
quently used 100 stemmed words and words that appeared less than
three times in the training collection. Finally, we trained an LLDA
model with 3,910 topics (keywords). These topics were used to
infer the publication and citation topic distribution.

5.3 Graph Construction
[240K+ Graph Construction]: For all the papers in the ex-

periment corpus, we construct three heterogeneous graphs for all
240K+ papers by using the methods presented in section 3. All the
graphs share the same number of paper, author, venue, and keyword
nodes. The difference lies in the citation relationships. More de-
tailed statistics is presented in Table 5. In the Type III graph, LLDA
inferred the citations with topic motivation account for 16.5% of all
the citations, and we estimated the topic motivation of the rest ci-
tations (without full-text citation context) by using citing and cited
paper keyword metadata (as presented in Algorithm 1).

[40K+ Graph Construction]: We construct another three graphs
by using 28,013 full-text publications along with their cited pa-
pers. The total number of papers on the graph reaches 41,370. This
smaller experiment collection is a subset of the 240K+ corpus. All
the 168,554 citations on type III graph have the full-text LLDA in-
ferred topic motivation. These graphs simulate a perfect scenario,
where almost all the citations on the graph have the full-text infor-
mation. More detailed statistics can be found in Table 5.

Table 5: Graph statistics between two scenarios
Node/Edge Number

240K+ 40K+
Paper 248,893 41,370
Author 479,270 63,323
Venue 601 369
Keyword 3,910 3,910
Citation (in type III) 1,018,816 168,554
P

c→ P (in type I) 752,767 93,398
P

c→ P (in type II) 1,018,816 168,554
P

wr→ A 631,221 105,992
P

p→ V 246,765 41,013
A

co→ A 1,507,822 239,744
P

r→ K 794,483 587,252
C

m→ K 15,165,877 2,855,628

5.4 Experiment Result
The goal of this study is to compare different methods to char-

acterize citation relationships on the heterogeneous graphs. Type I
uses classical scholarly metadata, and citing and cited paper is con-
nected by one edge. Whereas Type II graph employs full-text citing
publication to extract multiple edges between citing and cited pa-



pers. Unlike Type I & II graphs, Type III offers citation topic moti-
vation, and citation is characterized as a node connected to keyword
(topic) nodes.

In this section, we will compare the graphical citation recom-
mendation performance by using three types of graphs constructed
for both 40K+ and 240K+ collections. For all the 274 testing pa-
pers, we will first retrieve the relevant candidate cited papers by
using language model with Dirichlet smoothing. The retrieved can-
didate papers are treated as the “seed paper nodes” on the graph. In
Table 6 and 7, we compared three types of graphs for 40K and
240K corpus. MAP and NDCG performance is reported with seed
paper number |P ∗| = 10.

In Table 6 and 7, we used t-test to verify: (1) if Type II rec-
ommendation performance is significantly better than Type I, and
(2) if Type III is significantly better than Type II. It is clear, from
citation recommendation perspective, in most cases, Type III per-
formance is significantly better (p < 0.001) than Type II and Type
II outperforms Type I (for both 40K+ and 240K+). In the last two
columns, we report the percentage of improvement (Type III out-
perform Type II and Type III outperform Type I). Averagely, for
40K+ graph (perfect scenario, all the citations have LLDA moti-
vation), Type III outperforms Type II 48.50% and Type III outper-
forms Type I 57.78%. For 240K+ group (imperfect scenario, cita-
tion LLDA motivation partially available), averagely, Type III out-
performs Type II 34.24% and Type III outperforms Type I 44.27%.
Based on these numbers, we found when large percentage of full-
text citation topic motivation is available, the citation recommenda-
tion performance can be improved. However, when citation topic
motivation (extracted from full-text citing papers) is only partially
available, citation motivation estimation (from citing and cited pa-
pers’ keywords) is an effective means to enhance the recommen-
dation performance. We assume, if the percentage of the full-text
citing papers increases, the recommendation performance will be
enhanced.

Note that, the goal of this study is not to compare different meta-
paths’ or other recommendation methods’ performance. Instead,
we are more focusing on the performance of each heterogeneous
graph and its represented citation relation characterization method.
In the future work, we will need to integrate different meta-path, as
ranking (or pseudo relevance feedback) feature, by using learning-
to-rank method. We will address this problem in the future work
section.

In this experiment, we also tested citation recommendation per-
formance for different paper seed numbers, |P ∗|, with the range
from 3 to 60. Figure 2 depicts the citation recommendation per-
formance for meta-path [Pciting  Pcited]

? for 240K+ and 40K+
corpuses, which verifies our earlier finding that Type III is signifi-
cantly better than other two method with different paper seed num-
bers (from 3 to 60).

6. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose a novel heterogeneous information net-

work approach (Type III) to host innovative citation information:
citation count and citation topic motivation, and use restricted meta-
path-based ranking function to recommend citations to the queries.
Evaluation shows that the new approach significantly enhanced the
citation recommendation performance. Figure 3 visualizes the rea-
sons why new graph outperforms other baseline methods.

For metadata-based graph, seed paper’s credit is equally dis-
tributed to all the cited papers, ignoring all the citation path im-
portance (Figure 3 upper part). Full-text based graph, on the con-
trary, hosts the citation count and citation topic motivation infor-
mation as additional nodes and edge weights. Then, the random

Figure 2: MAP comparison for 40K+ and 240K+ corpuses

Figure 3: Heterogeneous graph generated via metadata.



Table 6: Citation Recommendation Performance Comparison for 40K+ Corpus (|P ∗| = 10)
40K Type I Type II Type III III outperform II III outperform I

[Pciting  Pcited]
?

map 0.1245 0.1315 *** 0.1426 ** 8.44% 14.54%
map@10 0.4319 0.4535 * 0.4776 5.31% 10.58%
map@50 0.3065 0.3249 ** 0.3474 * 6.93% 13.34%
ndcg 0.2088 0.2193 ** 0.2283 * 4.10% 9.34%
ndcg@10 0.1350 0.1548 *** 0.1714 ** 10.72% 26.96%
ndcg@50 0.1930 0.2062 *** 0.2183 ** 5.87% 13.11%

P∗ wr→ A
wr← [Pciting  Pcited]

?

map 0.0401 0.0417 0.0710 *** 70.26% 77.06%
map@10 0.1874 0.1926 0.2851 *** 48.03% 52.13%
map@50 0.1478 0.1540 0.2155 *** 39.94% 45.81%
ndcg 0.1168 0.1219 *** 0.1502 *** 23.22% 28.60%
ndcg@10 0.0356 0.0426 ** 0.0819 *** 92.25% 130.06%
ndcg@50 0.0662 0.0706 * 0.1138 *** 61.19% 71.90%

P∗ p→ V
p← [Pciting  Pcited]

?

map 0.0233 0.0242 ** 0.0516 *** 113.22% 121.46%
map@10 0.1260 0.1249 0.2053 *** 64.37% 62.94%
map@50 0.1025 0.1088 * 0.1613 *** 48.25% 57.37%
ndcg 0.1525 0.1549 0.1920 *** 23.95% 25.90%
ndcg@10 0.0218 0.0231 * 0.0524 *** 126.84% 140.37%
ndcg@50 0.0345 0.0374 ** 0.0823 *** 120.05% 138.55%
p < 0.05: *, p < 0.01: **, p < 0.001: ***

Table 7: Citation Recommendation Performance Comparison for 240K+ Corpus (|P ∗| = 10)
240K Type I Type II Type III III outperform II III outperform I

[Pciting  Pcited]
?

map 0.1387 0.1459 *** 0.1593 ** 9.18% 14.85%
map@10 0.4600 0.4869 * 0.4891 0.45% 6.33%
map@50 0.3279 0.3429 * 0.3530 2.95% 7.65%
ndcg 0.2294 0.2428 *** 0.2532 * 4.28% 10.37%
ndcg@10 0.1427 0.1623 *** 0.1791 ** 10.35% 25.51%
ndcg@50 0.1985 0.2157 *** 0.2306 ** 6.91% 16.17%

P∗ wr→ A
wr← [Pciting  Pcited]

?

map 0.0587 0.0609 ** 0.0936 *** 53.69% 59.45%
map@10 0.2583 0.2734 * 0.3323 *** 21.54% 28.65%
map@50 0.1915 0.2046 ** 0.2535 *** 23.90% 32.38%
ndcg 0.1707 0.1758 *** 0.2052 *** 16.72% 20.21%
ndcg@10 0.0586 0.0634 ** 0.0974 *** 53.63% 66.21%
ndcg@50 0.0915 0.0978 *** 0.1398 *** 42.94% 52.79%

P∗ p→ V
p← [Pciting  Pcited]

?

map 0.0330 0.0327 0.0612 *** 87.16% 85.45%
map@10 0.1485 0.1422 0.2081 *** 46.34% 40.13%
map@50 0.1254 0.1192 0.1636 *** 37.25% 30.46%
ndcg 0.1931 0.1943 * 0.2356 *** 21.26% 22.01%
ndcg@10 0.0306 0.0303 0.0575 *** 89.77% 87.91%
ndcg@50 0.0318 0.0491 0.0923 *** 87.98% 190.25%
p < 0.05: *, p < 0.01: **, p < 0.001: ***

walk probability RW (P
(1)
i  P

(l+1)
j ) is closely related to the

number of tours between the citing and cited papers, and the ci-
tation node prior between them. As Figure 3 lower part shows, if
citation is motivated by important topics, the cited paper’s ranking
score can be much higher than other cited ones (which is motived
by unimportant or less important topics). As another contribution,
we find full-text citation analysis is still very useful when only par-
tially full-text data is available in the scientific repository, which
can be useful for real world scholar retrieval and recommendation
systems. In the experiment, we proposed a compromised solution
to estimate the citation topic motivation by using the citing and
cited papers’ topics. Evaluation shows this method can be very
helpful.

Meanwhile, as we used supervised topic modeling algorithm to
characterize the citation motivation, the keyword labelled topics
are more accurate than unsupervised topic modeling. For instance,
the total number of topic is given, and the citing and cited paper’s
topic labels are available, which is the premise of citation topic
motivation estimation without full-text.

7. FUTURE WORK
The most interesting finding of this paper is to find a more ac-

curate way to characterize citation relations on the heterogeneous
graph. In the future, we will need to combine different graph based
ranking functions (meta-paths) by using learning-to-rank methods.

A similar method FeedbackBoost, proposed by Lv, Zhai, and Chen [30],
combined different document weighting and a set of basis feedback
algorithms using a loss function defined to directly measure both
robustness and effectiveness to improve the overall effectiveness of
feedback based ranking.

As another direction, we will try to employ more sophisticated
graph-based ranking methods to enhance the recommendation per-
formance. Meanwhile, different recommendation tasks, i.e., venue
recommendation, author recommendation, and topic recommenda-
tion, will be tested.
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